
2002 invites you to immerse yourself in a phenomenal musical experience. What would it be like 

if everything you have ever wished for was within your grasp? 2002, the New Age/Fantasy trio, 

offers up their latest release, A World Away to help you find the answers. The ten wondrous 

tracks of blissful soundscapes contain layer upon layer of lush orchestration and ethereal vocals 

to guide you along the journey. – R J Lannan, Independent reviewer for AMR 

 

2002 

A World Away 

 

If you want to get away from it all, now’s your chance. If you ever 

dream about how things should be, then dream on. If you wonder what 

if, but never took that first step, then march lively. Legendary New 

Age/Fantasy band 2002 provides ten glorious opportunities to get you 

on your journey with their latest collection, A World Away. The 

album contains a sublime mix of vocals and impressive instrumentals 

to summon, escort, and guide you to worlds unknown and places you 

only dream about. The album, number eighteen for the band started in 

1992 by Pamela and Randy Copus, is one of their strongest performances to date with intricate, 

breathtaking compositions and the maturation of one of the planet’s (Ours) more ethereal voices 

in daughter Sarah Copus. The music entails distances and discoveries of the heart and the spirit. 

“Here in the Dream of Life,  

Returning to your shore,  

I would cross the moon,  

I would cross the ocean,  

anything to find you.” 

The album opens with the tune Dream of Life. Dynamic harmonies and a positive refrain fuel 

the ballad that offers a promise, and I think the entire album is full of promises, said and unsaid. 

Strong violin mixed with piano and with layers of refined vocal provender combine into a song 

that is bright and energizing. The interlude (the bridge) is a beautiful piece unto itself. This 

dream lover will make a pledge she will keep.  

The first instrumental is called Finding You. It is slow and otherworldly with the combination of 

harp, violin, and guitar. I imagined myself drifting along, sorting through all the white, cumulus 

clouds, looking in the deep, dark recesses of the caves, and opening all the locked doors of my 

mind, hoping for a sign of you.   

Randy dons his magical balladeer cloak and offers up the song To Live Again. His unique 

alto/tenor voice is perfect for this gift of a song.  

“I’ve always held you in the silence of that sunlit day, a world away” 



The lyrics capture the idea that love, above all, is timeless. Randy’s tune offers hope that anyone, 

despite distance and time, can love again. I believe him. 

Butterfly is a gift of a song. It is a light hearted frolic and an invitation to spread your wings and 

fly to your future. I can appreciate that this song is just about perfect for the vocalist, Sarah as 

she pursues her musical career as a singer, songwriter, and multi-instrumentalist of the finest 

kind. Her sweet vocal reminds us that the freedom of flying free is a gift you give yourself.    

Memory of Tomorrow is another instrumental that sets you spiritually free. The tune is a bit 

melancholy, but never frightening, never haunting. Get ready for a trip beyond the boundaries of 

your heart in the song Stars and Moon. This is an upbeat tune, full of glorious harmonies and 

perfect continuity as the singers take you to a place of dreams and wonders. Lots of layered 

vocals and imaginary scenarios for you to peruse. The next instrumental We Are Always has a 

captivating flute resonance over dreamlike vocalizations that are guaranteed to produce a more 

than pleasant reverie. The weightlessness of it all. The nascent beauty of it all. It is musical 

rapture. 

Sarah’s sweet, fairytale voice soars on the final tune Strings of Your Heart. It is a song of love 

lost and the yearning that a heart can muster once the prize is missing. The memories are there, 

but they have faded it bit. Then starlight magnifies them and the yearning starts once again. 

Strong piano motif and warm, harmonious background vocals add to the story. Don’t worry, love 

wins after all. 

2002 has conjured up just the right combination of strong vocalization, lush, complex 

orchestration and somewhat romantic and listenable lyrics on A World Away. The trio is headed 

for new heights as their music transmutes from harmonious to gold. The instructions are simple 

Play the recording. Dream. Repeat. I give this my highest recommendation for delightful fantasy 

fare. 


